Dutch ReBelle
[b]Boston, MA[/b]
The true definition of a Gemini,
Boston-based rapper Dutch ReBelle (b.
Vanda Bernadeau) has been described as
being the best of both worlds: an exotic
Beauty paired with a lyrical Beast. A
talented wordsmith, ReBelle, is an
up-and-coming female emcee who is
devoted to empowering minds through the
artistry and diversity of Hip-Hop.
ReBelle has quickly become a staple on
the New England music scene,
performing at various venues throughout
the region (Suffolk University, UMass
Amherst, Jerky's and the legendary House
of Blues) for various acts including
mixtape heavyweight Papoose, Capone N
Noreaga and Hip-Hop legend, Slick Rick.
Since joining Boston's Famous Nobodies
camp in 2009 as the sole female member,
ReBelle has released a solo mini-tape
titled, The AppeTeaser, the first
installment in the Famous Nobodies'
Minitape MASSacre series. Featuring just
five tracks, the 15-minute tape is an
eclectic introduction to Dutch ReBelle
and her immense talent. Among the tracks
is the heartfelt "Leve, Kampe" (Get Up,
Stand Up), a passionate letter to her
homeland in the wake of the massive
earthquake that devastated Haiti in
February of 2010 and several freestyles
including When I See You and FRAUDS
(Gucci Bandana). ReBelle also appears on
several tracks alongside her Famous
Nobodies teammates on their recently
released mixtape ProTools and Bullsh*t.
Demanding the crowd's attention, ReBelle
is especially known for the
crowd-pleasing Ketchup, an old school,
call and response freestyle where ReBelle
showcases her distinct flow and catchy
lyrics.
While in preparation for a solo project
that will feature freestyles from her
weekly "Me-Style Friday" YouTube
series as well as her anticipated Beauty

While in preparation for a solo project
that will feature freestyles from her
weekly "Me-Style Friday" YouTube
series as well as her anticipated Beauty
vs. The Beast mixtape, ReBelle is
effortlessly convincing audiences that she
is on a mission to secure a position in Hip
Hop History. ReBelle is also founding
member of the Black Roses, a network
consisting of female core members and
their affiliates in the entertainment
industry.
Written by: Shawn Andrews
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"MARRIED TO THE MUSIC"
[i](the album)[/i]
by DUTCH REBELLE
Free Download Link:
[url]http://bit.ly/xSeFYT[/url]
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"BEAUTY VS THE BEAST"
[i](the mixtape)[/i]
by DUTCH REBELLE
Free Download Link:
[url]http://bit.ly/eWb272[/url][/b]
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